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Indian tax and corporate law. Treaties made in India are legal in the rest
of the world. Registering a business in India is a complex and multi-step

process. To start registration, you must submit all the necessary
documents to the state registration authority (PTI). Then you need to get
approval from the local government to complete the transaction. To do

this, you need to obtain permission from the Ministry of Justice of India.
After registration, the enterprise must select a supervisory authority that
will issue a license for the use, operation and control of the operation of

facilities, for the construction and operation of hydroelectric power
plants. If the enterprise employs more than 3 people, then it is necessary

to obtain permission to hire a working class. Papers for company
registration To register an enterprise, you must: Prepare a package of

required documents. Register the company with the Ministry of Justice.
Submit documents to the tax authority for registration. Choose a
regulatory authority that issues a license for the activities of the

enterprise. You should definitely know that if registration is carried out
in Moscow, then the cost of registering a company in India will be much
lower than in Russia.We are always ready to help in starting a business in
India and provide the following services: Indian law advice. Assistance

in choosing a supervisory authority. Send a request to open enterprises in
India by e-mail info@indonet.ru. We will prepare and send all the

documents you need to the Ministry of Justice. After registering the
company, you will receive an identification number (current today) and
will be able to open an account with a local bank. Opening of production

in India We are ready to offer you a full range of services for the
opening of production in Indian companies in order to ensure the
competitiveness of products manufactured by the enterprise. For
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business development, it is necessary to clearly determine the amount of
investment, draw up a business plan, and determine the share of foreign

capital in the capital. A survey is conducted to check the potential
borrower. One of the best partners for locating production in the

Republic of India is the state-owned Industrial Development
Corporation of India (IDCID), established in 1992. The corporation
issues state guarantees for loans in the amount of 20 percent of the
project cost. The corporation has been able to expand its activities,

having received the status of a non-profit, and now it provides loans to
companies that provide jobs within the industrial and innovative sector.

The corporation also cooperates with American funds, providing
significant discounts for obtaining loans. The next step is to obtain
permission from the Minister of Justice and local authorities for

construction. Next, you need to obtain permission from the regulatory
authorities to connect to the electrical and sewer networks
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